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[1] The role of the auroral sources induced by the electron and proton precipitation in the
formation of the hot oxygen corona in the polar upper atmosphere is studied. It is found
that both electron precipitation through exothermic chemistry and proton precipitation
through atmospheric sputtering significantly contribute to the population of the hot
oxygen geocorona. It is also found that only atmospheric sputtering results in the
formation of the escape flux of energetic oxygen atoms, providing an important source of
heavy atoms for the magnetosphere. The exothermic chemistry induced by the electron
precipitation and/or by the absorption of the solar UV radiation is operating continuously
in the polar upper atmosphere and results in a steady population of the very near-Earth
environment by suprathermal oxygen atoms with energies below a few eV. By
contrast, atmospheric sputtering by magnetospheric protons provides a more variable
contribution, strongly coupled with the cusp region. It produces the more energetic oxygen
atoms that populate the external regions of the hot oxygen geocorona. The results of
calculations are in a good agreement with the analysis of the low-latitude perigee Low
Energy Neutral Atom (LENA) images showing that the instrument signal consists of
low to medium energy (5–30 eV) oxygen atoms produced in and near the cusp region.
The more energetic (>30 eV) fraction of energetic oxygen atoms produced by the ion-
induced atmospheric sputtering could be responsible for the energetic neutrals observed by
the instrument far away from the cusp or oval regions. The total escape flux of oxygen
atoms associated with atmospheric sputtering by protons is found about 8 � 1023 s�1;
therefore this mechanism may provide a substantial contribution to the magnetospheric
oxygen population.
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1. Introduction

[2] The hot oxygen geocorona has generated recent
studies for several reasons. It is a source region of energetic
neutral atoms (ENA), it contributes to the maintenance of
the nighttime ionosphere, it plays a role in the formation of
the escape flux of neutral atoms, and it controls the
energetic ion populations in the thermosphere.
[3] The Low Energy Neutral Atom (LENA) instrument on

board the IMAGE spacecraft has provided the first global
observations of low-energy ENA emissions in the terrestrial
atmosphere. Analysis of ENA data from LENA shows that
the Earth’s upper atmosphere is a copious emitter of energetic
neutral atoms (<300 eV) under all conditions [Wilson et al.,
2003;Wilson and Moore, 2005]. Two different patterns were
found in the ENA images, probably corresponding to differ-
ent sources of these hot atoms. When solar activity is low, the
observed emissions are concentrated close to the Earth and
are presumably the high-energy tail of the hot oxygen geo-

corona, with energies <2 eV. This source exhibits little time
variability. When the activity increases, the relative abun-
dance of the higher-energy neutrals increases and the emis-
sions can be seen farther from the Earth. This source is
localized in the auroral zone and produces more energetic
particles with a high degree of time variability.
[4] Three main processes have been identified as sources

of ENAs near the Earth that would be observable with the
LENA instrument (energies above 10 eV and less than
300 eV in the spacecraft frame [Moore et al., 2000]). The
energetics of such processes is initiated by the absorption
of the solar ultraviolet radiation and/or of precipitation of
the high-energy magnetospheric ions. The first of these
processes is the energetization of ionospheric ions followed
by the charge exchange with neutral atoms in the upper
thermosphere or geocorona [Yau and André, 1997; Gardner
and Schunk, 2004, 2005]. Auroral energetization of light and
heavy ionospheric ions (H+, He+, N+, O+, NO+, O2

+, N2
+) and

their outflow are controlled by the different acceleration
mechanisms such as Joule heating, hot magnetospheric ions
and electrons, auroral ion transverse heating and parallel
acceleration, electromagnetic wave turbulence, and centrif-
ugal acceleration [cf. Schunk and Nagy, 2000]. Precipitation
of high-energy magnetospheric ions results in the production
of the low-energy ENAs by two routes. The first is the so-
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called ENAmirroring process [Galand and Richmond, 1999;
Gérard et al., 2000] where precipitating ions are turned
upward through a set of charge exchange and charge stripping
collisions, with energy less than the ion’s initial energy. The
second route is a so-called atmospheric sputtering [Johnson,
1994] where energetic protons precipitating from the mag-
netosphere [Shematovich et al., 2005] or oxygen ions from
the ring current [Ishimoto et al., 1992; Bisikalo et al., 1995]
eject low-energy oxygen ions from the thermosphere. The
third process for producing low-energy ENA near the Earth
consists of a set of exothermic chemical reactions in which
oxygen atoms are formed with suprathermal energies up to
5 eV [Richards et al., 1994;Hickey et al., 1995;Gérard et al.,
1995]. These low-energy oxygen atoms can be detected by
the LENA instrument when their energy in spacecraft frame
is boosted by the ram effect. The first two ENA production
processes are closely associated with the auroral oval while
the last one occurs over the whole sunlit hemisphere.
[5] In this paper we provide estimates of the importance of

the above mentioned auroral sources and their contribution to
the upward fluxes of hot oxygen, i.e., low-energy ENA
fluxes.

2. Sources of Energetic (E >>>>>> 1 eV) Oxygen Atoms

[6] Suprathermal atoms are generally considered to be
particles with kinetic energies above 5–10 T, where T is the
temperature of an ambient atmospheric gas. Suprathermal
particles are produced in various physical and chemical
processeswhose products have an excess kinetic energy owing
to exothermic chemistry induced by photons and electrons and
atmospheric sputtering by the solar wind, magnetospheric or
pick-up ions. Usually, these suprathermal atoms of nonthermal
origin together with atoms from the suprathermal tail of the
local Maxwellian distribution for the ambient atmospheric
gas are called as hot atoms. Finally, atoms ejected by the
atmospheric sputtering or formed in the charge exchange with
high-energy ions and reaching excess kinetic energies up to
hundred eVare called as energetic atoms for a convenience of
interpretation of the ENA instrument data.

2.1. Auroral Electron Precipitation and Induced
Exothermic Ion-Molecular Chemistry

[7] Exothermic ion-molecular reactions and especially
dissociative recombination of molecular oxygen ions are
an important source of suprathermal atomic oxygen in the
upper atmospheres of the terrestrial planets (see, in partic-
ular, Shematovich et al. [1994, 1999], Hickey et al. [1995],
and Fox [2005]). An extended set of exothermic reactions
relevant to the formation of hot atomic oxygen in the Earth’s
upper atmosphere was given and analyzed by Richards et
al. [1994], Hickey et al. [1995], and Gérard et al. [1995].
This set of exothermic chemical reactions was used in the
present study with the following update of the O2

+ dissocia-
tive recombination channels and their branching ratios:

Oþ
2 þ e !

O 3Pð Þ þ O 3Pð Þ þ 6:99 eV

O 3Pð Þ þ O 1Dð Þ þ 5:02 eV

O 1Dð Þ þ O 1Dð Þ þ 3:06 eV

O 1Dð Þ þ O 1Sð Þ þ 0:84 eV

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

Oxygen atoms are formed in the 3P, 1D, and 1S states and
with the excess energies for each of channels equal to the
half the energy release. The energy releases were calculated
under the assumption that ions are in the ground vibrational
state [Guberman, 1997; Fox, 2005]. Branching ratios for the
channels (1) are taken as 0.22:0.42:0.31:0.05, based on the
storage ring experiments by Kella et al. [1997].
[8] The process of precipitation of auroral electrons

which causes excitation, dissociation, and ionization of
atmospheric species has been added to this set of exother-
mic chemistry. In particular, dissociation and dissociative
ionization of molecular oxygen can be considered as a
source of suprathermal oxygen atoms:

O2 þ ea ! O 3P
� �

þ O 3P; 1D; 1S
� �

þ ea þ DEdis
O2 ð2Þ

O2 þ ea ! Oþ 4S
� �

þ O 3P; 1D; 1S
� �

þ eþ ea þ DEdis�i
O2 ; ð3Þ

which are formed in the ground 3P and electronically
excited 1D, and 1S states, and with an excess of kinetic
energy up to a few electron volts (eV). The distribution of
excess kinetic energy of O atoms in the electron impact
dissociation (DEO2

dis) and dissociative ionization (DEO2
dis – i) of

O2 molecules was estimated both from measurements
[Cosby, 1993] and calculations [Van Zyl and Stephen,
1994]. Cross sections for these dissociation processes were
taken from Cosby [1993] and Van Zyl and Stephen [1994].

2.2. Auroral Proton/Hydrogen Precipitation

[9] Interactions of precipitating energetic protons of mag-
netospheric origin with the main atmospheric constituents
include momentum and energy transfer in elastic and inelas-
tic collisions, ionization of target atmospheric molecules/
atoms, charge transfer and electron capture collisions. Ener-
getic H atoms produced by proton impact further collide with
the main atmosphere constituents, transferring their momen-
tum and kinetic energy to atmospheric particles by elastic and
inelastic collisions, ionization and stripping processes. The
collisional processes describing the penetration of energetic
H+/H into ambient atmosphere can be written as

Hþ Hð Þ þM !

Hþ
f 0 Hf 0
� �

þM*

Hþ
f 0 Hf 0
� �

þMþ þ e

Hf 0 Hþ
f 0

� �
þMþ Mð Þ þ e

8>>>><
>>>>:

:

Here, M denotes the major atmospheric constituents O2, N2,
and O. Secondary fast Hf0 atoms and Hf0

+ protons produced
by momentum transfer and stripping reactions recycle the
reaction set given above. Consequently, the interaction of
the precipitating protons with the main neutral thermo-
spheric constituents must be considered as a cascade
process producing a growing set of translationally and
internally excited particles M* of the ambient atmospheric
gas. This process is known as the ion-induced atmospheric
sputtering [Johnson, 1994].
[10] To analyze the penetration of energetic H+/H into the

auroral atmospheric gas, we use kinetic Boltzmann equa-
tions [Gérard et al., 2000]. These coupled equations take
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into account both scattering and transport of the high-energy
H+/H flux in elastic, inelastic, ionization, and charge trans-
fer collisions with the ambient atmospheric gas. One of the
consequences of the penetration of a high-energy H+/H flux
into the upper atmosphere is the production of suprathermal
oxygen atoms Oh by momentum transfer in elastic and
inelastic collisions of the auroral H+/H beam with atmo-
spheric oxygen Oth:

Hþ Hð Þ þ Oth ! Hþ Hð Þ þ Oh: ð4Þ

There is another possible channel of hot oxygen production
due to the precipitation of high-energy H+/H flux–
dissociative charge exchange of O2 with energetic protons.
Recently, Luna et al. [2005] measured the cross sections
and energy spectra of dissociation fragments in the
dissociative charge exchange of O2 by fast H+ over energy
range 10–100 keV. They found that fragments in the
dissociative charge exchange channel are formed with
excess kinetic energies up to a few eV. Probably this source
of hot oxygen is a minor one for the Earth’s polar
atmosphere, because the dissociative charge exchange of
O2 by fast H+ takes place in the relatively dense thermo-
sphere where the H+/H flux is strongly depleted over the
high-energy range. Upward moving hot oxygen atoms
populate the corona and the fraction of their population with
energies higher than energy of gravitational bounding forms
the nonthermal escape flux.
[11] As mentioned before there are additional sources of

energetic oxygen atoms such as charge exchange with the
energetized ionospheric ions (neutral polar wind), and
precipitation of high-energy oxygen ions from the ring
current. In this study we do not consider the neutral polar
wind because it mainly results in the formation of atomic
hydrogen outflow flux [Gardner and Schunk, 2004]. Oxy-
gen ion precipitation from the ring current is usually
observed for very disturbed conditions such as the extremely
strong magnetic storm on Bastille Day of 14 July 2000
[Wilson and Moore, 2005]. This source of hot oxygen was
studied by Bisikalo et al. [1995]. Here we omit this source
since we are interested in the comparison of hot oxygen
sources in quiet to moderate magnetic conditions.

3. Model for the Hot Oxygen Distribution
Function

[12] The fresh suprathermal oxygen atoms loose their
excess kinetic energy in collisions with other atmospheric
particles and are distributed in the transition region between
the thermosphere and the exosphere [Shematovich et al.,
1994, 1999, 2005]. Their kinetics and transport is described
by the kinetic Boltzmann equation

v
@

@r
fOh þ s

@

@v
fOh ¼ QOh vð Þ þ

X
M¼O;N2;O2

Jmt fOh; fMð Þ; ð5Þ

where fOh(r, v), and fM(r, v) are the velocity distribution
functions for hot oxygen atoms, and components of ambient
gas, respectively. The left side of the kinetic equation
describes the transport of suprathermal oxygen in the
planetary gravitational field s. In the right-hand side of the

kinetic equation the QOh term describes the formation rate
of suprathermal oxygen atoms in the sputtering and
chemical sources (1)–(4). The elastic and inelastic scatter-
ing terms Jmt for hot oxygen collisions with ambient
atmospheric species are written in a standard form
[Shematovich et al., 1994]. It is assumed that the ambient
atmospheric gas is characterized by local Maxwellian
velocity distribution functions.
[13] The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method

is an efficient tool to study such complex kinetic systems in
the stochastic approximation [Shematovich et al., 1994;
Bisikalo et al., 1995; Gérard et al., 2000]. The details of
the algorithmic realization of the numerical model were
given earlier [Shematovich et al., 1994, 1999; Bisikalo et
al., 1995]. The essence of the DSMC method is to generate
a sample of paths for the state of the physical system under
study, the hot oxygen collisions and transport in the transi-
tion region of the polar upper atmosphere in this case.
Therefore, during the numerical realization of the kinetic
model of the proton aurora, statistics for collisional pro-
cesses forming suprathermal oxygen is accumulated and it
provides the source function QOh due to the process (4). The
GLOW model [Solomon et al., 1988] in the implementation
by Hubert et al. [2001] was used to calculate the hot oxygen
production rates due to the auroral electron precipitation and
exothermic chemistry. The kinetic energy distribution of the
nascent suprathermal O atoms was determined by the
energy releases of the exothermic reactions under study:
dissociative recombination of molecular oxygen ions (equa-
tion (1)), O2 electron impact dissociation (equations (2) and
(3)), and the set of exothermic chemical reactions [Richards
et al., 1994; Hickey et al., 1995; Gérard et al., 1995]. For
dissociative recombination and chemical reactions the ad-
ditional broadening of the initial energy distribution func-
tions of the reaction products was also taken into account as
by Shematovich et al. [1999]. These initial energy distribu-
tions of the reaction products together with production rates
provide the total source function of the nascent hot O atoms
due to the auroral electron precipitation and exothermic
chemistry. Further, the source functions are used as an input
into the stochastic model (5) of hot oxygen thermalization
and transport in the transition region. The results of the hot
oxygen model are the steady state energy distribution
functions of oxygen atoms and the energy spectra of the
upward fluxes of hot oxygen atoms at the upper boundary of
the transition region under study.
[14] The thermalization rate of hot oxygen is determined

by the collisional cross sections with the ambient neutral
atmosphere. A key aspect of this model is the stochastic
treatment of the scattering angle distribution in elastic and
inelastic collisions of hot oxygen with ambient atmospheric
gas. This effect influences both the pitch angle redistribu-
tion and the energy degradation through losses of energy in
the momentum transfer collisions that are proportional to
sine of the scattering angle. Recent detailed calculations of
cross sections for elastic and inelastic collisions between
suprathermal oxygen and atomic oxygen [Kharchenko et
al., 2000], and molecular nitrogen [Balakrishnan et al.,
1998a] were adopted. To take into account the scattering
angle distribution, we used the calculated differential cross
sections for O – O from Kharchenko et al. [2000], and
for O – N2 collisions we adopted the values calculated for
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N – N2 by Balakrishnan et al. [1998b]. The calculations
were made for energies up to a few eV, and we extrapolated
the cross sections to higher collision energies with a
(energy)�1/2 dependence according to the discussion by
Gérard et al. [2000].

4. Results of Numerical Simulations

[15] Kinetics and transport of hot oxygen was considered
in an atmospheric region with a lower boundary set at 80 km
where hot atoms are efficiently thermalized and with an
upper boundary at 700 km where the atmospheric gas flow
is practically collisionless. The region of the atmosphere
under study was divided into 49 radial cells. The altitude-
dependent cell size was chosen so that it is equal to or
smaller than the local free path length for hot oxygen.
[16] To study the formation of energetic oxygen under

auroral conditions, the two characteristic cases were con-
sidered: (1) nighttime polar oval when the electron precip-
itation is the dominant energy input and (2) daytime cusp
when the proton precipitation is close to the electron energy
input.

4.1. Electron Aurora

[17] As a first example, we consider the formation of hot
oxygen atoms in the nighttime polar oval on 16 June 2000.

For this date we used the following input parameters, solar
activity level of F10.7 = 198, geomagnetic activity level of
Ap = 5. The latitude was selected 70� and longitude was
taken 0�. This corresponds to magnetic local and universal
times equal to 0000. The altitude distributions of the main
neutral species, O2, N2, and O, and their temperature were
calculated with the MSISE-90 reference model [Hedin,
1991]. The parameters of electron and proton precipitation
at these conditions were taken from the Hardy et al. models
[Hardy et al. 1985, 1989]. These empirical mean energy
models were constructed from in situ data obtained from
	27,000 polar passes by DMSP spacecraft. Statistical maps
of the mean particle energy, number flux, and energy flux
were provided for electrons and protons for several different
magnetic activity levels measured by Kp index. For our
selected geophysical input parameters the Hardy et al.
models give the following characteristics for the precipitat-
ing fluxes:
[18] 1. For electrons, number flux is 1.13� 108 cm�2 s�1

and energy flux is Q0 = 1.005 erg cm�2 s�1. These values
correspond to a mean energy �E = 1.05 keV, and for the
assumed Maxwellian distribution function, it will result in a
characteristic energy E0 = 0.52 keV.
[19] 2. For protons, number flux is 1.59 � 106 cm�2 s�1

and energy flux is Q0 = 0.135 erg cm�2 s�1, corresponding
to mean energy �E = 8.44 keV, and for the assumed kappa
distribution function with kappa = 3.5, it will result in
characteristic energy E0 = 1.81 keV. The energy input to the
polar upper atmosphere in this region is dominated by the
electron precipitation. The energy input from proton pre-
cipitation is less than the electron distribution but neverthe-
less significant.
[20] The source function QOh of fresh hot oxygen atoms

due to the proton precipitation was calculated by the proton
auroral code for a precipitation with the mentioned above
parameters. The fresh hot O atoms formed due to the
momentum transfer in collisions with the incident H+/H
flux are distributed by the energy up to 100 eV. Electron
precipitation in the nighttime polar oval was calculated with
an initial Maxwellian distribution with the adopted param-
eters, and the fresh hot O atoms resulting from electron
auroral precipitation and induced chemistry are distributed
with energies up to 5 eV. The rates of auroral sources of
energetic atomic oxygen due to the electron precipitation
and exothermic chemistry in the auroral oval are shown in
Figure 1. The production rates of the fresh suprathermal
oxygen atoms formed in processes (1)–(3) were calculated
using the GLOW model [Solomon et al., 1988; Hubert et
al., 2001] with the above mentioned updates of cross
sections and branching ratios. It is seen that there is an
significant input of the following reactions into the produc-
tion of nascent hot oxygen atoms due to the electron
precipitation

N 2D
� �

þ O ! N 4S
� �

þ Oh; ð6aÞ

N 2D
� �

þ O2 ! NOþ Oh; ð6bÞ

Nþ þ O2 ! NOþ þ Oh; ð6cÞ

Figure 1. Auroral sources of energetic atomic oxygen due
to the electron precipitation and exothermic chemistry in the
auroral oval.
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together with the dissociative recombination (1). Reaction
(6c) results in the formation of Oh atoms near the peak value
of 4.35 eV. Other high-rate reactions (6a) and (6b) result in
the formation of fresh O atoms with energies of 1.11 eV and
2.45 eV, respectively. Hot O atoms are formed with an
energy spectrum extending up to 4 eV in the dissociative
recombination (1). Therefore these hot oxygen atoms
mainly populate the very near-Earth region of the hot
geocorona [Shematovich et al., 1994; Bisikalo et al., 1995;
Gérard et al., 1995].
[21] The suprathermal oxygen atoms of both thermal

and nonthermal origin populate the oxygen geocorona
[Shematovich et al., 1994, 1999; Bisikalo et al., 1995].
The fraction of hot oxygen atoms from the region of
suprathermal energies in the thermal Maxwellian distribu-
tion can be easily calculated using the reference empirical
model MSISE-90 for the ambient atmosphere. Therefore the
main problem is to calculate the distribution of hot oxygen
of nonthermal origin.
[22] The energy distribution functions for suprathermal

oxygen atoms were calculated and are shown in Figure 2a at
700 km, above which the oxygen upward flux becomes
practically collisionless. Here the distribution of hot O
atoms originating from the ambient thermal atmospheric
gas corresponds to the suprathermal tail of the Maxwellian
distribution (for an exospheric temperature T = 1150 K) and
is indicated by the dot-dashed line. The distributions of hot
oxygen atoms of nonthermal origin are shown separately for
electron (solid line) and proton (dashed line) precipitation. It
is necessary to point out again that only energetic oxygen
atoms with kinetic energies higher 1 eV (i.e., the lower
LENA observational threshold) were taken into account in
the calculations presented here.
[23] It is seen that exothermic chemistry provides the

main fraction of suprathermal atoms in the corona, while
atmospheric sputtering is responsible for the formation of
the escaping fraction of O atoms. The distributions of the
number density and of upward fluxes of hot oxygen atoms
in the nighttime polar oval are shown in Figures 2b and 2c.
These characteristics of hot oxygen were estimated from the
energy distribution functions of suprathermal O atoms
calculated by the stochastic Monte Carlo model. It is seen
that the main contribution to the oxygen corona at exobase
altitudes is due to the hot thermal atoms from the supra-
thermal tail of the local Maxwellian distribution. The
nonthermal fractions are characterized by the larger scale

(c)

Figure 2. (a) Energy distribution functions at 700 km of
thermal (dot-dashed line) and nonthermal oxygen calcu-
lated for electron (solid line) and proton (dashed line)
precipitation in the nighttime auroral oval. (b) Altitude
profiles of the population of oxygen atoms with a kinetic
energy >1 eV for the thermal Maxwellian distribution (for
an exospheric temperature T = 1150 K; dash-dotted line)
and for nonthermal distributions corresponding to electron
(solid line) and proton (dashed line) precipitation.
(c) Energy spectra of the upward flux of hot oxygen at
700 km. The vertical three-dot- dashed line shows the
oxygen escape energy at 700 km. Line styles are the same
as in Figure 2a.
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heights. Therefore the outer hot corona is preferentially
populated by oxygen atoms of nonthermal origin.

4.2. Proton Aurora

[24] We now consider the formation of hot oxygen atoms
in the daytime polar cusp on 16 June 2000. For this date we
used the following input parameters, solar activity level of
F10.7 = 198, geomagnetic activity level of Ap = 5. The
latitude was selected 78� and longitude was taken 0�. This
corresponds to 1200 magnetic local time and the universal
time was equal to 43,200 s.
[25] The parameters of electron and proton precipitation

under these conditions were taken from Hardy et al. model
[Hardy et al., 1985, 1989] for given geophysical input
parameters:
[26] 1. For electrons, number flux is 2.88 � 108 cm�2

s�1, and energy flux is Q0 = 0.37 erg cm�2 s�1. These
correspond to a mean energy �E = 0.13 keV, and for the
Maxwellian distribution function, it will result in character-
istic energy E0 = 0.065 keV.
[27] 3. For protons, number flux is 2.96 � 106 cm�2 s�1,

and energy flux is Q0 = 0.11 erg cm�2 s�1. The mean
energy is �E = 3.51 keV, and, for the kappa distribution
function with a kappa equal to 3.5, it will result in
characteristic energy E0 = 0.75 keV.
[28] The energy distribution functions for suparthermal

oxygen atoms at 700 km for the daytime cusp are shown in
Figure 3a. The distributions of the number density and of
upward fluxes of hot oxygen atoms in the daytime polar
cusp are shown in Figures 3b and 3c.
[29] From these calculations it is seen that the energetic O

atoms from the suprathermal tail of the local Maxwellian
distribution mainly populate the hot oxygen corona at
exobase altitudes. For energies higher than a few eV,
nonthermal processes (exothermic chemistry and atmo-
spheric sputtering) become dominant sources of hot atoms.
Moreover, atmospheric sputtering by the precipitating pro-
tons also results in the formation of a flux of escaping
energetic oxygen atoms. The upward fluxes of hot oxygen
shown in Figures 2c and 3c can be responsible for the
energetic neutrals of auroral origin seen by the LENA
instrument in both perigee and postperigee images [Wilson
et al., 2003; Wilson and Moore, 2005]. To visualize the
polar atmosphere response to the precipitation of magneto-
spheric protons, we calculated the map of escaping oxygen
atoms for the averaged proton parameters on 16 June
2000. The averaged proton number flux calculated with
Hardy et al. [1989] is shown in Figure 4 (left), and the

Figure 3. (a) Energy distribution functions at 700 km of
thermal (dot-dashed line) and nonthermal oxygen calculated
for electron (solid line) and proton (dashed line) precipita-
tion in the daytime auroral cusp. (b) Altitude profiles of the
population of oxygen atoms with a kinetic energy > 1 eV for
the thermal Maxwellian distribution (for an exospheric
temperature T = 1150 K; dash-dotted line) and for
nonthermal distributions corresponding to electron (solid
line) and proton (dashed line) precipitation. (c) Energy
spectra of the upward flux of hot oxygen at 700 km. The
vertical three-dot- dashed line shows the oxygen escape
energy at 700 km. Line styles are the same as in Figure 3a.
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calculated escaping flux of oxygen atoms induced by these
protons is displaced in the right panel. The mapping tech-
nique is same as the one used by Coumans et al. [2004]. It is
seen that the cusp region is characterized by local oxygen
escaping fluxes of (10–30) � 106 cm�2 s�1. The total
oxygen loss rate over the polar region is about 8 � 1023

s�1, while the total oxygen loss rate over the cusp region is
about 1 � 1023 s�1. These estimates indicate that this source
of neutral oxygen for the magnetosphere is comparable with
the measurements reported by Seki et al. [2001] for the
atmospheric loss of oxygen ions of about 1024 ions per
second. This suggests that this mechanism may provide a
substantial contribution to the magnetospheric oxygen
population.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

[30] In this study we estimate the role of auroral sources
(exothermic chemistry, electron and proton precipitation) in
the formation of the hot oxygen corona in the polar upper
atmosphere. It is found that these sources significantly
contribute to the population of the hot oxygen geocorona
and to the flux of upward moving oxygen atoms. It is
important to point out that atmospheric sputtering by
precipitating protons is the only process resulting in the
formation of an escape flux of energetic oxygen atoms.
Therefore it is expected that these auroral sources of supra-
thermal oxygen have signatures in the measurements of
energetic neutrals in the near-Earth environment, such as
those measured by the LENA instrument on board the
IMAGE satellite.
[31] The exothermic chemistry induced by the electron

precipitation and/or by the absorption of the solar UV
radiation is operating continuously in the polar upper
atmosphere and therefore it should be present in the
observational data. Since the oxygen atoms originating from
exothermic chemistry have low energies (<5 eV), these
energetic atoms can be only seen near the Earth when the
LENA instrument looks in and near the ram direction. By
contrast, atmospheric sputtering by magnetospheric protons
as a source of energetic oxygen atoms will make much more
variable contributions to the observations and it will also

produce more energetic oxygen atoms that would be
detectable farther away from the Earth and in directions
away from ram. It is useful to point out that this source also
produces the oxygen atoms with energies near 10 eV, which
can be seen in low-latitude regions and far away from the
ram direction. Wilson and Moore [2005] suggested, based
on the analysis of the low-latitude perigee LENA data, that
the instrument signal consists of low to medium energy (5–
30 eV) oxygen atoms produced in and near the cusp region.
Results of calculations confirmed this conclusion (see
Figure 4). The more energetic (>30 eV) fraction of oxygen
atoms produced by the ion-induced atmospheric sputtering
could be responsible for the energetic neutrals seen by the
instrument far away from the cusp or oval region. The
postperigee and high-latitude perigee LENA components
again appear to be strongly associated with the escaping
flux of oxygen atoms generated by atmospheric sputtering
by precipitating magnetospheric protons.
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